
Colour palette and mood 
inspired by the village where 
we shot exteriors.

DREAM BIG - PRODUCTION DESIGN



DREAM BIG - PRODUCTION DESIGN - BEDROOM

Location selected and enhanced with colours pops added from own stock and hired props



DREAM BIG - PRODUCTION DESIGN - SHED

Construction - Tom Walker, Scenic Painting - May Davies



DREAM BIG - PRODUCTION DESIGN - SCALE

Scale plays a big part in Dream Big. We were working with model railways scale OO (4mm = 1-00 ft) , full size, 
1:25 people for close ups and details, and model village scale 1:9. 



DREAM BIG - PRODUCTION DESIGN - MODEL MAKING

Incredible in kind support from FBFX 
who gave their time equipment use for 

printing our cast in miniature

Incredible support from Hertfordshire University 
student model makers who created some of our 

props for the model village



DREAM BIG - PRODUCTION DESIGN - MARKET DEEPING MODEL RAILWAY CLUB

Market Deeping Model Railway Club played 
an instrumental part in Dream Big. From Pip 

the director’s home town, they loaned us 
their Woodcroft model railway, came to install 

and operate during our shoot and created 
the additional section of our village from our 
designs. They also designed the SFX for the 

miniature world. 

An interview we did to promote the project to raise funds and support from 
railway enthusiasts.



DREAM BIG - PRODUCTION DESIGN - MARKET DEEPING MODEL RAILWAY CLUB

The model makers at Market Deeping Model Railway Club made an extra section on the railway that our character Miranda has 
made in the story. It is a replica of the hill in Thaxted, Essex where our story takes place. We adapted it to allow for the parts of 

our story to take place and the professional model makers worked with the student model makers to divide up the work. 



DREAM BIG - PRODUCTION DESIGN - SFX

Members of Market Deeping Model Railway Club designing, testing and 
operating miniature SFX for our burning village

SFX by Paul Dimmer



DREAM BIG - PRODUCTION DESIGN - GRAPHICS
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GFX by Kitty Lower



DREAM BIG - PRODUCTION DESIGN - COSTUME

Laura Parkes the costume designer was a close collaborator in this project with so many crossovers for scenes intercutting with 
models and strong colour palettes in the set and in the costumes.



DREAM BIG - DESIGNER’S STATEMENT

All films are huge team efforts but this one especially was only possible due to the kind and creative 
time given by many different people including professionals, hobbyists and students. It was awarded 

£15k by the BFI Network short film fund and a further 9k was raised through crowd funding.

Dream Big, dreamed up by director Pip Swallow tells the story of Miranda, who after being passed over 
for a big promotion at work, discovers that she can control the world via her model railway. In the film 
we mix full size scale with model OO scale, with model village 1:9 with 1:25 models. The film includes 
various location dresses, a shed set build, model making prep work, SFX and small element of VFX.

We had to begin soft prep very early compared to other short films I’ve made, due to the complicated 
nature of mixing the different scales and working with the fabulous Market Deeping Model Railway 

Club. They were donating their railway set for the shoot and making a new bespoke section for us. What 
we hadn’t realised is that the model railway is 20 feet long and it’s not possible to shorten it due to 

the tracks. This was a challenge for our set build as we were supposed to be matching a real shed for 
exteriors but in reality the railway wouldn’t fit inside the real shed. We built an extra long shed planned 

shots carefully and took a degree of creative license to make it work on camera.

Between May and October 2021 I visited the model railway club and met with students from 
Hertfordshire university during weekends and in between jobs to create the full railway and the models 
we needed. October saw more traditional short film prep, looking for locations, designing and shooting.

Kitty Lower joined me as art director, graphic designer and standby and her amazing multi-tasking skills 
were another reason the project was a success.

The set build took place in construction manager, Tom Walker’s barn which he kindly allowed us to use. 
A talented carpenter and artist he was happy to help us during his spare time, a resource we wouldn’t 

normally have to funds or access to for a short film. With no money for painters, I did the scenic painting 
myself which was a challenge in a cold barn in November!

We dressed from our own stocks and found objects topped up by a small amount of prop hires. 

Coordinating all the elements was a challenge but resulted in a family of interested creatives that 
enjoyed coming together and learning from each other. I was amazed at the levels of generosity that 

made this film possible as it could have easily had a budget 4 or 5 times the size.

Production Designer - May Davies
Art Director - Kitty Lower
Construction - Tom Walker

SFX - Paul Dimmer
Model Making - Bill, Dash, Mick and others at Market Deeping Model Railway Club

Libby and Tom, students at Hertforshire University model making course
3D Printing - Martin, Chris, Fred at FBFX for scanning and processing, Alan at Modelu for printing


